
ESSAY ABOUT THE FOOD INDUSRTY

Free Essays from Bartleby | Food manufacturing industry or food processing industry includes the techniques or
methods that are used to transform ingredients.

Nevertheless, this does not by any means imply that the stores should have only these traditional labels on the
shelves. Food Industry : Food, Inc. Food culture and consumption in America has changed drastically over the
last hundred years. This has led it to be very involved in political matters and along with the meat industry, it
has a very strong hold over food politics. Ultimately, the potato industry is thriving and will continue because
if prepared in the desired manner potatoes are the most efficient or convenient source of beneficial healthy
food. Therefore the food production industry is among the most important and the most crucial sector of the
human society. This allows us to be able to have access to any type of food we want, basically whenever we
want. The filmmaker, Robert Kenner, investigates the industry and the practices they undertake to produce
food through a documentary titled Food, Inc Lindenfeld  From the very beginning of the existence of
humanity food has been like petrol for human and animal beings. Such companies are not to be investigated as
serious industry competitors but nevertheless sometimes they manage to catch the attention of the customer
from his usual product. I probably eat out or get food through the drive-thru seven times a week. These may
present only minor problems that can be easily controlled, or they may build to devastating levels that cause
widespread loss. Such situation will simply mean a lost of many potentially qualified brands, which eventually
hurt the customer more than anybody else. Modern food biotechnology is a refined version of this same
process. But they cannot really know what the food was made from. Machine vision, as a novel Food, Inc.
Some of Fast Food Industry in U. While I was doing my research I came across two articles that I feel argue
both sides of the argument between the people and the food industry very well. The difference of prices makes
the suppliers look for new retailers and rather often it influences the quality of the foodstuffs, too. However,
while the industry enables distribution, and process it also involves matters of food from different
perspectives. According to the film, Food,Inc. Go figure. Consumers routinely stop in for a quick meal or go
through a drive-thru, oftentimes more than once a day. The status of competition in the food industry is very
polysemantic but is characterized by harsh methods and discrimination of small food companies! A few, large
corporations control the food industry. Now people are eating out more commonly and are eating larger
portions. After watching this video I was disgusted, the way they treat these animals and their people that put
under contract to mass produce this animals is just horrible. Do not lie; you have cheated on your diet before.
While the preparation of meals can take many shapes and forms the end means is to allow consumers to
consume. The food industry is not immune to these mishaps as they happen more often than not. Despite some
pollution risks, the use of fertilizers, both organic and manufactured, is essential to enrich heavily used
croplands.


